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LEICA digilux. Quality that you can see immediately.

LEICA digilux. Technical data.
CCD image sensor

1/2 inch CCD with 1,5 million sqare pixels

Resolution

1 280 x 1 024 / 640 x 480 Pixels, 24 bit color depth

Data format

JPEG (Exif) with three different compress rates

Storage medium

SmartMedia™ card (3.3 V / 5 V, 2-8 MB)

Frame number/Mode

MG-2

MG-4/4S

MG-8S

Fine/Normale/Single

2 / 5 /11

5 /11 / 22

11 / 22 / 44

Lens

f/3.2/7.6 mm digital 2x zoom, comparable to 35 mm with a 35 mm format camera

Macro exposures

up to 9 cm

Aperture

2 steps (f / 3.2 and f / 8)

Autofocus

CCD-AF

Film speed

corresponds to ISO 100

Exposure control

Automatic program exposure

White compensation

5500 K fixed / manual (4 settings)
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Shutter speed

1/4-1/1000s

Viewfinder

Optical true image viewfinder

Flash

Integrierter Automatikblitz mit ca. 2.5 m Reichweite

LCD color monitor

2 inch TFT-LCD monitor with low-temperature polysilicium technique

Digital interface

RS-232C

Video outlet

NTSC or PAL

Power supply

Rechargeable lithium-ion battery

Dimensions

80 (W) x 101 (H) x 33 (D) mm

Weight

245g (without battery)

Videokabel
This is how your pictures get on tv:
with the LEICA digilux photography is
as easy as with a regular 35 mm format
camera - and you have the results just
seconds later on your tv monitor.

Serielles Kabel

New: LEICA digilux

TV-Monitor
Computer

PC Card-Adapter
Laptop
Computer
Desktop
Computer
PC Card Reader

The compact megapixel camera.

Floppy DiskAdapter
Desktop
Computer
SmartMedia™

Image creation without boundaries:
transfer your image data to the PC via
the cable, alter them there, send them
by e-mail or print them out.
Whatever you want.
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Fascination and Precision

LEICA digilux. Photography in the digital era.
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the more so with its integrated filters,

any regular 35 mm camera: you’ll

The LEICA digilux is eminently suitable for absolutely sharp reproductions of any type of document,
and the digital information can easily be processed
further or simply filed in an electronic archive.
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No more waiting for brilliant pictures !
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You are bound to be delighted:
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of the LCD color monitor.

State-of-the-art technology in the
smallest space: with all that remarkable performance capability, the

The LEICA digilux: the modern way of
taking pictures.

You determine the image frame, at the touch of a
button, with the digital 2x zoom.
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Shutter speed

1/4-1/1000s
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LCD color monitor
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